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Abstract. A transitive decomposition is a pair (Γ,P) where Γ is a graph and P is
a partition of the arc set of Γ such that there is a subgroup of automorphisms of Γ
which leaves P invariant and transitively permutes the parts in P. In an earlier paper
we gave a characterisation of G-transitive decompositions where Γ is the graph product
Km×Km and G is a rank 3 group of product action type. This characterisation showed
that every such decomposition arose from a 2-transitive decomposition of Km via one of
two general constructions. Here we use results of Sibley to give an explicit classification
of those which arise from 2-transitive edge-decompositions of Km.

1. Introduction

A G-transitive decomposition is a pair (Γ,P) where Γ is a graph, P is a partition of its
arc set AΓ, and G is a subgroup of AutΓ such that

(i) for all P ∈ P and g ∈ G we have P g ∈ P ; and
(ii) for all P, P ′ ∈ P , there exists g ∈ G with P g = P ′.

Usually we require that |P| > 1; however we may sometimes allow |P| = 1, in which case
we call the decomposition degenerate. We say that P is symmetric if for any P ∈ P and
(α, β) ∈ P we have (β, α) ∈ P also. In this case we may view P as an edge-decomposition
of Γ by identifying the pair (α, β), (β, α) of arcs with the edge {α, β}.

Transitive decompositions generalise a number of other mathematical structures, in-
cluding homogeneous factorisations [10, 11], line transitive partial linear spaces [6], and
2-transitive 1-factorisations of complete graphs [4]; and they are related to 2-transitive
symmetric graph designs [3] and 2-transitive symmetric association schemes [2]. Explana-
tions of several of these relationships can be found in [13], [14] and [15]. The last of these
papers ([15]) is a characterisation by Sibley of all G-transitive decompositions where G is
a 2-transitive (rank 2) permutation group. In [1] we extended Sibley’s work to the rank 3
case; in particular, we gave a characterisation of G-transitive decompositions where G is a
primitive rank 3 group of product action type. In doing so we generalised a classification
of rank 3 product action partial linear spaces by Devillers [6].

This paper concerns the G-transitive decompositions studied in [1]. We may assume
that such a rank 3 group G of product action type is contained in H o S2 where H
is a 2-transitive group of almost simple type (see for example [1, Lemma 3.4]). The
characterisation in [1] amounted to showing that any such transitive decomposition can
be obtained using one of several explicit ‘product’ constructions. These constructions
involved an H-transitive decomposition (Km,Q), and all such (Km,Q) with a symmetric
partition Q are classified in [15]. However, [1, Construction 2.10] (which we re-state in
Construction 1.3) also involved an H-invariant refinement R of the partition Q, and a
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‘twisting’ function ϕ. The purpose of this paper is to find all possible R and ϕ when Q
is symmetric, and thereby give a more explicit description of this class of rank 3 product
action transitive edge-decompositions.

Throughout the paper we use the following notation.

Notation 1.1.
(a) Γ is the graph product ∆ × ∆, where ∆ = Km with vertex set Ω0 and |Ω0| = m.

Here V Γ = Ω0 × Ω0 and ((α, γ), (β, δ)) ∈ AΓ whenever (α, β) and (γ, δ) are both
arcs of Km (that is, whenever both α 6= β and γ 6= δ).

(b) G ≤ H o S2 ≤ AutΓ in product action on Ω0 × Ω0 where H is almost simple
and 2-transitive on Ω0. We let T = PΓL(2, 8) if (H, |Ω0|) = (PΓL(2, 8), 28), and
otherwise we let T = Soc(H), the unique minimal normal subgroup of H. Note
that T is 2-transitive on Ω0.

(c) (Γ,P) is a G-transitive decomposition and P = P(T ,R, ϕ) where T = (∆,Q) is
an H-transitive decomposition, R is a proper H-invariant refinement of Q, and ϕ
is a ‘twisting’ homomorphism as in Construction 1.3.

Our main result is the following.

Theorem 1.2. Let G, Γ, m, P(T ,R, ϕ) and Q be as in Notation 1.1, and let (α, β) be
an arc in Q0 ∈ Q. Then

(i) there exist subgroups L and M with T(α,β) ≤ M / L ≤ T and T{α,β} ≤ L, and
ϕ0 ∈ Aut(L/M) such that L, M , ϕ0 determine T ,R, ϕ; and

(ii) L, M are as in Table 1 or 2.

Remark. Lemma 3.1 describes explicitly how L, M and ϕ0 determine T , R and ϕ.

T m L M
(i) Any 2-t group - T{α,β} T(α,β)

(ii) A7 15 Line stabiliser (induces S3) Induces A3, T(α,β)

(iii) PSL(2, 7) 8 1-factor stabiliser ∼= S4 A4

(iv) PSL(2, 5) 6 1-factor stabiliser ∼= A4 T{α,β} ∼= V4

(v) PSU(3, 3) 28 TQ from Table 3, Case 8 T{α,β}
(vi) PSL(a, 2), a ≥ 3 2a − 1 Line stabiliser (induces S3) Induces A3, T(α,β)

(vii) PSL(a, 3), a ≥ 3 3a−1
2

TQ from Table 3, Case 6 T{α,β}

Table 1. T 6= PΓL(2, 8)

Below is a version of [1, Construction 2.10]. Given subsets R and R′ of A∆ we write
R×graph R

′ to denote the subset

{((α, γ), (β, δ)) | (α, β) ∈ R, (γ, δ) ∈ R′}
of A(∆ ×∆). A transitive permutation group is called regular if each point stabiliser is
trivial.

Construction 1.3. Let T = (∆,Q) be a (possibly degenerate) H-transitive decomposi-
tion, let R be a proper H-invariant refinement of Q, and let Γ = ∆×∆.

Let the parts in Q be denoted by Q0, Q1, . . . , Qs−1, and for each Qi ∈ Q let RQi
denote

the set {R ∈ R |R ⊂ Qi}. Assume that the permutation group H
RQ0
Q0

induced by HQ0

on RQ0 is regular, and let ϕ be an element of Sym(RQ0) such that ϕ normalises H
RQ0
Q0

.
Let W := {w0, w1, . . . , ws−1} be a transversal for HQ0 in H such that Qwi

0 = Qi for each
i. For a fixed R0 ∈ RQ0 , let V := {v1, . . . , vt} be a transversal for HR0 in HQ0 .
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L M
(i) T{α,β} = Z2

2 T(α,β) = Z2

(ii) PΓL(2, 8) PSL(2, 8)
(iii) AΓL(1, 8) AGL(1, 8), Z3

2

(iv) AGL(1, 8) Z3
2

(v) Z3
2 Z2

2, T{α,β}, T(α,β)

(vi) T` ∼= A4 × Z2 Z3
2, T(α,β)

(vii) A4 × Z2 A4, Z3
2, T{α,β}

(viii) A4 T{α,β}
(ix) A4 × Z2 Z3

2

Table 2. T = PΓL(2, 8). (The groups L in lines (vi), (vii) and (ix) are
conjugate in T but not equal.)

Let Qi, Qj ∈ Q, and let k ∈ {1, . . . , t}. Define

P (Qi, Qj, k) = (
⋃

R∈RQ0

Rwi ×graph R
vkϕwj) ⊂ Qi ×graph Qj

and let P(T ,R, ϕ) denote the set of all P (Qi, Qj, k) for all 0 ≤ i, j ≤ s− 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ t.

2. 2-transitive edge-decompositions of Km

Table 3 gives a rough summary of the classification in [15, Theorem 6] of all T -transitive
edge decompositions T = (Km,Q) where T is a 2-transitive non-abelian simple group.
(We examine the case with T ∼= PΓL(2, 8) of degree 28 in Section 2.2.) Sibley’s clas-
sification draws on and extends classifications of a number of closely related structures,
including linear spaces (see Lemma 2.3) and also 1-factorisations of Km. (A 1-factorisation
of Km is a partition F of the edge set such that for each F ∈ F , the subgraph of Km

induced by F has valency 1 and is incident with every vertex of Km. The 1-factorisations
of Km preserved by a 2-transitive group were classified in [4].) In Table 3 we refer to some
of these connections, and also to Constructions 2.1 and 2.2 which are paraphrased from
[15].

The numbering of the cases in Table 3 corresponds to the numbering of the Examples
in [15]; so for a more detailed description of Case n, see Example n of [15].

Construction 2.1. (see [15, Example 5]) Let T = PSL(a, 2) and let Km be the complete
graph with vertex set PG(a − 1, 2). For each γ ∈ V Km, let Q(γ) be the set of all edges
{α, β} of Km such that α, β and γ are co-linear in PG(a − 1, 2) and γ 6= α or β. Let
Q = {Q(γ) | γ ∈ V Km}.

Construction 2.2. (see [15, Examples 6,7 and 8]) Let T ≤ PSL(a, q) and let Km be the
complete graph with vertex set PG(a−1, 2). LetQ′ be the partition of AKm corresponding
to the line set of PG(a − 1, 3) (see Lemma 2.3), and assume that for each Q′ ∈ Q′, the
(complete) subgraph of Km corresponding to Q′ admits a TQ′-invariant 1-factorisation
FQ′ . Let Q =

⋃
Q′∈Q′ FQ′ .

In order to prove Theorem 1.2 we need to give some more detailed information about
certain classes of almost simple 2-transitive decompositions of Km.

2.1. 2-transitive decompositions corresponding to 2-transitive linear spaces. A
linear space D is a set V of points together with a set L of lines (subsets of points) such
that each pair of points lies in exactly one line. The automorphism group of D, denoted by
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Case T m Description of Q
1 - - Each part in Q contains exactly one edge.

2 PSL(a, q)
∑a

i=0 q
i Constructed from a linear space (see Lemma 2.3).

PSU(3, q) q3 + 1
2G2(q) q3 + 1
A7 15

3 PSL(2, q) q + 1 1-factorisation (see [4]).
q = 5, 7 or 11

5 PSL(a, 2)
∑a

i=0 2i Construction 2.1

6 PSL(a, 3)
∑a

i=0 3i Construction 2.2

7 PSL(a, 5)
∑a

i=0 5i Construction 2.2

8 PSU(3, q) q3 + 1 Construction 2.2
q = 3 or 5

9 Sp(2l, 2) 22l−1 ± 2l−1 See Section 2.3.

10 PSU(3, 3) 28 Each part in Q consists of 6 vertex-disjoint edges.

11 PSL(2, 9) 10 Each part in Q consists of 3 vertex-disjoint edges.

Table 3. The T -transitive edge-decompositions where T is a non-abelian
simple 2-transitive group.

AutD, is the group of all permutations of V which preserve L, and D is called 2-transitive
if AutD is 2-transitive on V . Every 2-transitive linear space corresponds to a 2-transitive
decomposition of a complete graph into complete subgraphs. This correspondence is given
in the following lemma (which is essentially a special case of [14, Lemma 2.1] concerning
partial linear spaces). Given a graph Γ and a partition P of AΓ, for each P ∈ P we write
ΓP for the subgraph of Γ with AΓP = P and V ΓP the set of all vertices incident with
arcs in P .

Lemma 2.3.

(i) Let D := (V ,L) be a 2-transitive linear space, and suppose that G is a 2-transitive
subgroup of AutD. Let Γ be the complete graph with vertex set V. For each
` ∈ L, let P` be the set of all unordered pairs of distinct elements of `, and let
P = {P` | ` ∈ L}. Then (Γ,P) is a G-transitive decomposition, and each ΓP`

is a
complete subgraph of Γ.

(ii) Let (Γ,P) be a G-transitive decomposition where G is 2-transitive and Γ is a
complete graph such that for each P ∈ P, the subgraph ΓP is a complete subgraph
of Γ. Let V = V Γ, and let L = {V ΓP |P ∈ P}. Then G is a 2-transitive subgroup
of AutD and hence (V ,L) is a 2-transitive linear space.

The 2-transitive linear spaces were classified in [9]. Theorem 2.4 lists those preserved
by a 2-transitive almost simple group.

Theorem 2.4 (Kantor). Let D be a linear space and suppose that T ≤ AutD where T is
the socle of a 2-transitive almost simple group. Then one of the following holds

(i) T = PSL(a, q) where a ≥ 3 and D = PG(a− 1, q)
(ii) T = PSU(3, q) with q ≥ 3 and D is an Hermitian unital. That is, for a 3-

dimensional vector space V over GF(q2) with a non-degenerate Hermitian form,
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the points of D are the totally isotropic 1-subspaces of V , and each line is the set
of points contained in a non-degenerate 2-space.

(iii) T = 2G2(q) and D is the same linear space as in (ii).
(iv) T = A7 and D = PG(3, 2).

We now give a lemma concerning line stabilisers for almost simple 2-transitive linear
spaces.

Lemma 2.5. Suppose that D is a linear space and T is a non-abelian simple 2-transitive
subgroup of AutD. Then for any line ` of D, either

(a) the permutation group induced on ` by T` is PGL(2, q), or
(b) we are in case (iii) of Theorem 2.4 and the permutation group induced on ` by T`

contains PSL(2, q), and if q = 3 it is equal to PSL(2, q) ∼= A4.

Proof. We consider each of the cases in Theorem 2.4. In case (i) the linear space is
PG(a − 1, q), with T = PSL(a, q). The points of D are the 1-spaces of an a-dimensional
vector space V over GF(q), and each line is the set of 1-spaces contained in some 2-space
of V . Hence the induced action of T` on ` is that of PGL(2, q).

In Case (ii) the result follows from [12, Proof of Lemma 2.8]. (More details can be
found in [7, p. 132].)

If we are in case (iii) of Theorem 2.4, then T = 2G2(q) and according to the proof
of Theorem 1 in [9], T `` contains PSL(2, q) acting 2-transitively on `, and is equal to
PSL(2, 3) ∼= A4 if q = 3.

In case (iv) we have T `` = PGL(2, 2). �

2.2. 2-transitive decompositions preserved by PΓL(2, 8) of degree 28. In [15],
Sibley identifies and describes most of the T -transitive decompositions (K28,Q) where
T = PΓL(2, 8) of degree 28. In recomputing these decompositions we discovered a further
three examples that had been overlooked in [15, Theorem 7]. We give here the complete
classification. The existence of these decompositions was discovered through computation
with Magma, and we refer to Magma computations in the proof of Theorem 2.6.

Theorem 2.6. Let T = PΓL(2, 8) of degree 28, and suppose that (K28,Q) is a (possibly
degenerate) T -transitive decomposition. Let {α, β} ∈ EK28, and let Q ∈ Q be the part
containing {α, β}. Then the stabiliser TQ appears in Table 4.

TQ Q
(i) T := PΓL(2, 8) K28

(ii) T{α,β} {α, β}
(iii) T` ∼= A4 × Z2 K4

(iv) AGL(1, 8) 1-factor of K28

(v) PSL(2, 8) 9-factor of K28

(vi) S ∼= Z3
2, the 8 translations from AGL(1, 8) 2 disjoint edges

(vii) AΓL(1, 8) 3-factor of K28

(viii) C1
∼= A4 × Z2 6 disjoint edges

(ix) D ∼= A4 (D ≤ C1) 3 disjoint edges
(x) C2

∼= A4 × Z2 6 disjoint edges

Table 4. Transitive decompositions preserved by PΓL(2, 8) of degree 28.

Remark. Lines (i)-(vii) of Table 4 are numbered to correspond with [15, Theorem 7],
while lines (viii)-(x) contain new examples. (Note that in the proof of [15, Theorem 7] on
p 131, AGL(2, 8) and AΓL(2, 8) should read AGL(1, 8) and AΓL(1, 8) respectively.)
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Proof. Lines (i)-(vii) of Table 4 correspond to possibilities (i)-(vii) of [15, Theorem 7]. We
now explain how lines (viii)-(x) arise.

By [9], T preserves a (28, 4, 1) linear space D = (V ,L). Let ` ∈ L be the unique line
of D containing the points α, β. Then T{α,β} ≤ T`, and hence T` yields a T -transitive
decomposition (K28,Q) where V K28 = V and where Q = ({α, β}T`)T (line (iii) of Table
4). By Lemma 2.5 (b), T `` is permutationally isomorphic to A4. Since T` has order 24, it
follows that the kernel K of the action of T` on ` is isomorphic to Z2, and that T` has a
unique Sylow 2-subgroup S containing K. Moreover since |T : T`| = 63 is odd, S is a Sylow
2-subgroup of T and hence S ∼= Z3

2. Thus T` ∼= Z3
2oZ3 = K×(Z2

2oZ3). Since T`/K ∼= A4

it follows that T` ∼= K×A where A ∼= A4. Then we have T{α,β} = K× (A){α,β} ∼= Z2×Z2.
There is exactly one proper subgroup of A containing (A){α,β}, namely S ∩ A ∼= Z2

2, and
hence the only subgroup of T` containing T{α,β} is the one in line (vi) of Table 4.

We used Magma to determine the following information:

(a) T` has three orbits on V K28. These are `, which has 4 points; and two orbits O1

and O2 each of length 12.
(b) TOi

` is non-regular for each i.

(c) TO1
` is not permutationally isomorphic to TO2

` .

Thus, for each i, TOi
` may be represented by the coset action of T` on some core-free

subgroup Li of index 12 in T` (so in other words L 6= K). Let τ be an involution in A,
and let σ be the generator of K. Then Li is conjugate in T` to either 〈τ〉 or 〈τσ〉 (and L1

is not conjugate to L2). Assume without loss of generality that L1 = 〈τ〉 and L2 = 〈τσ〉.
We will show that for each i, there exist γi, δi ∈ Oi such that T{γi,δi} ≤ T`.

Let ψi : [T` : Li] −→ Oi be the bijection defining the permutational equivalence between
the action of T` on [T` : Li] and on Oi. Let τ ′ 6= τ be an involution in A, and let ψ1(〈τ〉) =
γ1 and ψ1(〈τ〉τ ′) = δ1. Then the stabiliser in T` of {γ1, δ1} is equal to 〈τ, τ ′〉 ∼= Z2

2. Since
|T{γ1,δ1}| = 4 it follows that T{γ1,δ1} = 〈τ, τ ′〉 ≤ T`. On the other hand let ψ2(〈τσ〉) = γ2

and ψ2(〈τσ〉σ) = δ2. Then the stabiliser in T` of {γ2, δ2} is equal to 〈τσ, σ〉 ∼= Z2
2. Since

|T{γ2,δ2}| = 4 it follows that T{γ2,δ2} = 〈τσ, σ〉 ≤ T`.
In each case, the index of T{γi,δi} in T` is 6. Since |Oi| = 12, it follows that {γi, δi}T`

consists of 6 disjoint pairs.
Now, observe that the stabiliser (T`){γ1,δ1} = 〈τ, τ ′〉 is contained in the subgroup A of

T`. The index of (T`){γ1,δ1} in A is 3, and since {γ1, δ1}A ⊂ {γ1, δ1}T` , it follows that the
orbit {γ1, δ1}A consists of 3 disjoint pairs.

Now, since T acts transitively on ordered pairs of points, there exist elements t1, t2 ∈ T
with {γi, δi}ti = {α, β}. Writing Ci := T ti` and D := At1 , we have T{α,β} < Ci < T , and
T{α,β} < D < T , where {α, β}Ci consists of 6 disjoint edges and {α, β}D consists of 3
disjoint edges. This gives lines (viii)-(x) of Table 4. �

2.3. 2-transitive decompositions for Sp(2l, 2). In this section we give some results
pertaining to the 2-transitive actions of Sp(2l, 2), in preparation for the proof of Theorem
1.2. We first explain the notation used in [8, Section 7.7] to describe these actions of
Sp(2l, 2).

Let T = Sp(2l, 2) with l ≥ 3 and let V be a 2l-dimensional vector space over GF(2).
Let

e =

(
0 I
0 0

)
and f =

(
0 I
I 0

)
where 0 and I denote the l× l zero and identity matrices respectively. Define a symmetric
bilinear form φ by φ(u, v) := ufv> and for each c ∈ V define θa : V −→ GF(2) by
θa(u) = ueu> + ufa>. (Note that [8] uses ϕ to denote the form φ; however this conflicts
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with our usage of ϕ in Construction 1.3.) For each c ∈ V , define a transvection tc by
tc : u 7−→ u+φ(u, c)c. Then tc ∈ Sp(2l, 2) and x−1tax = tax for all x ∈ Sp(2l, 2). For each
a and c and u ∈ V we have θtca (u) = θa(ut

−1
c ). This leads to the following result, which is

taken directly from [8].

Lemma 2.7. (i) For all a, c ∈ V we have

θtca =

{
θa if θa(c) = 1
θa+c if θa(c) = 0

(ii) For all a, b ∈ V there is at most one c ∈ V such that tc maps θa onto θb. Such a
c exists if and only if θ0(a) = θ0(b) (and then c = a+ b).

The group Sp(a, 2) = 〈tc | c ∈ V 〉, and has two orbits on the set {θa | a ∈ V }. These
orbits are

Ω+ := {θa | θ0(a) = 0} and Ω− := {θa | θ0(a) = 1}.
It is shown in [8, Theorem 7.7A] that Sp(2l, 2) acts 2-transitively on each of Ω+ and

Ω− for each l ≥ 2.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 in the case T = Sp(2l, 2) of degree 22l−1±2l−1 involves several

key steps which we prove here as separate lemmas. First we give an explanation of the
family of transitive decompositions in [15, Example 9].

Let Ω′ equal either Ω+ or Ω−, and let Km be the complete graph with vertex set Ω′. The
T -transitive decomposition (Km,Q) in [15, Example 9] is such that for an edge {θa, θb},
the part of Q containing {θa, θb} is the set of all edges {θc, θd} such that c + d = a + b.
For each vector v in V \{0}, define Qv to be the part in Q (if one exists) consisting of all
edges {θa, θb} with a+ b = v.

Lemma 2.8. Let tc and td be transvections in T . Then tc = td if and only if c = d.

Lemma 2.9. Let v, c ∈ V \{0}. Then tc fixes Qv setwise if and only if tc fixes v (in the
action of T on V \{0}).

Proof. Assume first that tc fixes v, and let a, b ∈ V be such that v = a+b. Then v = vtc =
v+φ(v, c)c, which implies that φ(v, c) = 0. This means that φ(a+b, c) = φ(a, c)+φ(b, c) =
0 and hence that φ(c, a) = φ(c, b). Now we have θa(c) = cec>+ cfa> = θ0(c) +φ(c, a) and
θb(c) = θ0(c) + φ(c, b). Hence, since φ(c, a) = φ(c, b), either θa(c) = 0 and θb(c) = 0, or
θa(c) = 1 and θb(c) = 1. It follows from Lemma 2.7 that {θa, θb}tc equals either {θa, θb}
or {θa+c, θb+c}, both of which are contained in Qv. So the transvection tc fixes Qv setwise.
Conversely, suppose that tc fixes Qv setwise. Then {θa, θb}tc = {θa+d, θb+d} for some d.
Lemma 2.7 implies that d is either 0 or c, and that, in either case, θa(c) = θb(c). This
means that θ0(c) + φ(a, c) = θ0(c) + φ(b, c) and hence that 0 = φ(a, c) + φ(b, c) = φ(v, c).
Hence tc fixes v. �

Lemma 2.10. TQv = Tv.

Proof. Let Sv denote the set of all transvections in T fixing v and let B denote the set
of vectors in V fixed by every transvection in Sv. Recall that for any transvection tc and
any x ∈ T we have txc = tcx. From this it follows that T acts transitively by conjugation
on the set of all non-trivial transvections. Since Sxv = Svx for any x ∈ T , we find that
|Su| = |Sw| for all u,w ∈ V . Suppose that u,w ∈ B. Then by the definition of B, each
element of Sv fixes both u and w; so Sv ⊆ Su ∩ Sw. Hence Su = Sw = Sv. If for some
x ∈ T we have ux 6∈ B, then Sxu 6= Sv = Su and so Sxw 6= Sw. This means that wx 6∈ B,
which implies that Bx∩B = ∅ and hence that B is a block of imprimitivity for T . But T
acts primitively on V \{0}, and so B must be {v} (since no non-trivial transvection fixes
every vector in V \{0}). Now, by Lemma 2.9, TQv contains Sv and no other transvections.
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Hence for any x ∈ TQv we have Sxv = Svx = Sv. So x must fix v, and hence TQv ≤ Tv. On
the other hand, given that each part Q ∈ Q corresponds to a unique vector v ∈ V \{0},
the size of Q is at most |V | − 1. Hence the index of TQv in T cannot exceed |V | − 1, and
so TQv = Tv. �

Now we describe the structure of the group Tv. Although this information is well-
known in the theory of classical groups, it does not appear to be covered explicitly in a
convenient reference. We outline a proof of Lemma 2.11, omitting routine computations,
and we acknowledge unpublished lecture notes by David Vogan for the notation and
method of proof.

Since the form φ is non-degenerate and v is non-zero, we may choose a vector u ∈ V with
φ(v, u) = 1. Let W = {w ∈ V |φ(v, w) = φ(u,w) = 0}. Then W is a (2l− 2)-dimensional
subspace of V and V = 〈v, u〉 ⊕W . We define three types of linear transformations of
V by specifying their actions on v, u and W . For x ∈ GF (2), w1 ∈ W and g ∈ Sp(W ),
define maps zx, nw1 and sg, each from V to V , by

zx : v 7−→ v nw1 : v 7−→ v sg : v 7−→ v
: u 7−→ u+ xv : u 7−→ u+ w1 : u 7−→ u
: w 7−→ w : w 7−→ w + φ(w1, w)v : w 7−→ wg

for all w ∈ W . It is easily verified that each such linear transformation preserves φ and
hence is contained in Tv.

Lemma 2.11. Tv has normal subgroups Z and N where Z < N , |Z| = 2, and N/Z ∼=
Z2l−2

2 . Furthermore, Tv has a subgroup P isomorphic to Sp(2l − 2, 2), such that Tv/Z =
N/Z o PZ/Z ∼= Z2l−2

2 .Sp(2l − 2, 2). In particular, N/Z is the unique minimal normal
subgroup of Tv/Z.

Proof. Let zx, nw1 and sg be as defined above. Then it is routine to verify that the sets
Z = {zx |x ∈ GF (2)} and N = {zxnw1 |w1 ∈ W,x ∈ GF (2)} are subgroups of Tv, and
that Z < N and |Z| = 2. Also, we have that Z/N with N/Z ∼= W ∼= Z2l−2

2 . Furthermore,
P = {sg | g ∈ Sp(W )} ∼= Sp(W ) is a subgroup of Tv which normalises N and Z, with
(zxnw1)

sg = nwg
1
zx for all zxnw1 ∈ N and sg ∈ P . Using this fact together with the orders

of Tv, P and N , and the fact that N ∩ P is trivial, we deduce that Tv = N o P , whence
we obtain the result. �

To prove the next result, we note that the binary operation of N is given by

(zx1nw1)(zx2nw2) = zx1+x2+φ(w1,w2)nw1+w2 .

Lemma 2.12. Let Tv, N and Z be as in Lemma 2.11, and suppose that K ≤ N with
|N : K| = 2 and K / Tv. Then Z ≤ K.

Proof. Let ψ denote the homomorphism K −→ W : nwzx 7−→ w. By Lemma 2.11,
kerψ is either trivial or Z. In the latter case Z ≤ K as required, so assume that kerψ
is trivial. Then ψ(K) = W since |N : K| = 2. Now recall that W is a vector space
over GF(2), and fix i ∈ GF(2). Suppose that for all nwzx ∈ K with w non-trivial we
have x = i. There exist w1, w2 ∈ W with w1 6= w2 and φ(w1, w2) = i − 1, and so
(nw1zi)(nw2zi) = nw1+w2zi+i+i−1 = nw1+w2zi−1. That is to say, K contains a non-trivial
element nw1+w2zx with x 6= i which is a contradiction; hence there exist elements nw1z0

and nw2z1 in K. Now P acts transitively as the symplectic group on W , and so there
exists sg ∈ P with wg1 = w2. Since K / Tv, the group P normalises K, and so we have
(nw1z0)sg = nw2z0 ∈ K. But then nw2z0nw2z1 = nw2+w2z0+1+φ(w2,w2) = z1 ∈ K. Thus
Z = 〈z1〉 ≤ K which contradicts the assumption that kerψ is trivial. Hence Z ≤ K. �
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3. Proof of Theorem 1.2.

First we give a lemma which essentially proves part (i) of Theorem 1.2.

Lemma 3.1. Let G, Γ, P(T ,R, ϕ) and Q be as in Notation 1.1, and let (α, β) be an arc
in Q0 ∈ Q. Let R0 be the part in R containing (α, β), and let L := TQ0 and M := TR0.
Then T(α,β) ≤ M / L ≤ T and T{α,β} ≤ L; and we have Q = QT

0 with Q0 = (α, β)L,

and R = R0
T with R0 = (α, β)M . Moreover, the homomorphism ϕ is determined by an

automorphism ϕ0 of L/M .

Proof. Note that T is 2-transitive on Ω0, so both Q and R are systems of imprimitivity
for T in its action on A∆. Thus T(α,β) ≤ M , and since Q is symmetric (and therefore
essentially an edge-partition) we have T{α,β} ≤ L. Since T is 2-transitive we have Q = QT

0

with Q0 = (α, β)L, and R = RT
0 with R0 = (α, β)M .

Now sinceR refines Q and R0 ⊂ Q0, we have M ≤ L. By assumption (see Construction

1.3), H
RQ0
Q0

is regular, implying that HR0 / HQ0 . Now L = T ∩ HQ0 and M = T ∩ HR0 ,

and so M / L. Thus L/M is regular and permutationally isomorphic to H
RQ0
Q0

, and the

element ϕ of NSym(RQ0
)(H

RQ0
Q0

) may be identified with an element ϕ0 of Aut(L/M). �

From Sibley’s classification [15] we can determine all possibilities for the subgroup L.
Note that we need to consider the possibility L = T (in which case the decomposition Q is
degenerate) since as long as |R| > 1, the partition P(Q,R, ϕ) will still be non-degenerate.

Before proving Theorem 1.2 we make some further observations about L and M . First,
if both L and M contain the edge stabiliser T{α,β}, then the transitive decompositions
corresponding to L and M are both described in Table 3 (and in greater detail in [15]).
If M = T(α,β) then the corresponding transitive decomposition is such that each part in
the arc partition contains exactly one arc. The only remaining situation has M properly
containing T(α,β) but not containing T{α,β}. The following lemma shows what happens in
this case.

Lemma 3.2. Suppose that T is a 2-transitive group and that T{α,β} ≤ L ≤ T with T{α,β}
maximal in L. Suppose also that M / L such that T(α,β) < M and T{α,β} 6≤ M . Then
|L : M | = 2 and (α, β)M is a ‘directed copy’ of the undirected (α, β)L; that is, for every
pair (γ, δ),(δ, γ) of arcs in (α, β)L, exactly one of (γ, δ) and (δ, γ) is in (α, β)M .

Proof. First, observe that T{α,β} < 〈T{α,β},M〉 ≤ L and so by the maximality of T{α,β} in
L, we have 〈T{α,β},M〉 = L. Since T{α,β} normalises M , we have L = MT{α,β} and hence
T{α,β}/(M ∩ T{α,β}) ∼= T{α,β}M/M = L/M . Since T{α,β} 6≤M we have M ∩ T{α,β} = T(α,β)

and so |L : M | = |T{α,β}|/|T(α,β)| = 2. This implies that |(α, β)M | = |(α, β)L|/2. If
(α, β)M contained (β, α), then M would have to contain an element x swapping α and
β, in which case 〈T(α,β), x〉 = T{α,β} would be a subgroup of M , which is not the case. It
follows that (α, β)M has the form described in the statement. �

We need one more lemma before proving Theorem 1.2.

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that T = (∆,Q) is a T -transitive decomposition, and let Q ∈ Q.
Let V∆Q be the set of all vertices of ∆ incident with arcs in Q, and let α, β ∈ V∆Q.
Assume that T(α,β) ≤M E L ≤ TQ. If MV∆Q = LV∆Q, then M = L.

Proof. Since α, β ∈ V∆Q, T(α,β) contains the kernel K of the action of TQ on V∆Q.
Suppose that M 6= L. Then since MV∆Q ∼= M/K and LV∆Q ∼= L/K, we have MV∆Q 6=
LV∆Q , by Lemma 3.2. Hence if MV∆Q = LV∆Q , then M = L. �

We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.2.
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. Part (i) follows immediately from Lemma 3.1.
We now prove part (ii). For each L with T{α,β} ≤ L ≤ T we need to find all M with

T(α,β) ≤ M / L ≤ T . We begin with two observations. The first is that if T(α,β) or
T{α,β} were normal in T , then T(α,β) would be trivial, meaning that T would be sharply
2-transitive. By [8, p 238], every sharply 2-transitive group is of affine type; hence, since
T is almost simple, we cannot have L = T with M equal to either T(α,β) or T{α,β}. Second,
we note that T(α,β) is normal in T{α,β} for any group T , and so we may take M = T(α,β)

and L = T{α,β}, whence we obtain Line (i) of Table 1.
We will assume at this point that T is simple (and we will treat the case T ∼= PΓL(2, 8)

of degree 28 later). Assume also that T(α,β) < M / L ≤ T where T{α,β} < L (and so
M 6= L and T{α,β} 6= L). For each 2-transitive simple group T , we will refer to Table 3
to determine all possibilities for L. Then for each L, either we will show that M and L
must occur in some line of Table 1, or we will derive a contradiction (usually with the
assumption that M 6= L).

If T is one of PSL(2, 11) of degree 11, An of degree n, HS, Co3, 2B2(q), or one of the
Mathieu groups, then according to [15], T{α,β} is maximal in T , and so L = T . Hence L
is simple, which contradicts the assumption that 1 6= M 6= L.

We will examine the remaining 2-transitive simple groups T in roughly the order in
which they appear in [9, Section 2]. For each T , we work through the possible cases in
Table 3.

Case T = PSL(a, q), m = (qa − 1)/(q − 1) with a ≤ 2, q > 3: Here L corresponds
to a transitive decomposition described in Case 3 or 11 of Table 3. In Case 3, T is one of
PSL(2, 5), PSL(2, 7) or PSL(2, 11), and for each of these groups the subgroup L (which
is the stabiliser of a 1-factor) is specified in [4] as follows. When T = PSL(2, 5), the
subgroup L is permutationally isomorphic to A4 acting on the cosets of a subgroup of
order 2, which we may assume is 〈(12)(34)〉. The setwise stabiliser of the two cosets
〈(12)(34)〉 and 〈(12)(34)〉(13)(24) is V4 (the Klein 4-group) which is the only proper non-
trivial normal subgroup of A4, and hence (taking M ∼= V4) we obtain Line (iv) of Table
1. When T = PSL(2, 7), the subgroup L = S4 in its action on the cosets of, say, 〈(123)〉.
In this case the stabiliser of an edge is contained in A4 (but not in V4), and hence (taking
M ∼= A4) we obtain Line (iii) of Table 1. When T = PSL(2, 11), the subgroup L = A5

which is simple, and so we have a contradiction with 1 6= M 6= L. Now suppose that
we are in Case 11. Here T = PSL(2, 9) and L is maximal of order 24; and hence by [5],
L ∼= S4. The order of T(α,β) is 4, and so either T(α,β)

∼= Z2
2 or T(α,β)

∼= Z4. Assume that
α is the 1-space 〈(1, 0)〉, and let Z denote the centre of SL(2, 9). Let ω be a primitive
element of the multiplicative group of GF(9), and let

A :=

(
ω 0
0 ω−1

)
≤ SL(2, 9).

Then X := 〈ZA〉 ∼= 〈A〉/(Z ∩ 〈A〉) is a subgroup of Tα, and since |Z ∩ 〈A〉| = |〈A4〉| = 2,
it follows that X is cyclic of order 4. Furthermore, since |Tα| = 22.32, X is a Sylow
2-subgroup of Tα. This means that any order 4 subgroup of Tα is cyclic, and since
T(α,β) ≤ Tα, we have T(α,β)

∼= Z4. But then since L ∼= S4, we have NL(T(α,β)) = L,
implying that M = L, which is a contradiction.

Case T = PSL(a, q), m = (qa − 1)/(q − 1) with a ≥ 3: Here L corresponds to a
transitive decomposition occurring in one of Cases 2, 5, 6 or 7 of Table 3.

Suppose we are in Case 2; so L is the stabiliser of the unique line ` of PG(a − 1, q)
containing α and β. Suppose that q > 3. Then Lemma 2.5 shows that the group L`
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induced by L on ` is almost simple with a 2-transitive socle, meaning that T `(α,β) 6= 1.

Hence M ` is a non-trivial normal subgroup of L`, which means that M ` is 2-transitive on
`. But then by Lemma 3.3, M must equal L, which is a contradiction. Assume now that
q = 2. Then M ` is a proper normal subgroup of L` = PSL(2, 2) ∼= S3, meaning that we
can take either M ` ∼= A3 or M ` = T `(α,β) (both of which contain T `(α,β)); this gives us Line

(vi) of Table 1. Finally, assume that q = 3. Then L` = PGL(2, 3) ∼= S4, of which the only
proper non-trivial normal subgroups are A4 and V4, neither of which contains a stabiliser
in S4 of two points. This contradicts the assumption that T(α,β) ≤M .

Suppose now that we are in Case 5 of Table 3. Here T = PSL(a, 2) with a ≥ 3, which
we view as SL(a, 2) acting on an a-dimensional vector space V over GF(2). The group
L = TQ where Q = Q(γ) as in Construction 2.1 for some γ ∈ V \{0}; that is, Q consists
of all edges {α, β} with α, β 6= γ such that α and β lie in a 2-subspace together with γ.
Now L is 2-transitive on the set of lines incident with γ, and hence it is 2-transitive on
the set {{α′, β′} | (α′, β′) ∈ Q}. So LQ has a set Q′ of |Q|/2 blocks of imprimitivity of size
2, namely all pairs of the form {(α′, β′), (β′, α′)}. Let R ∈ R with R ⊂ Q and (α, β) ∈ R.
If (β, α) ∈ R, then R is a union of blocks in Q′, and since LQ

′
is primitive and R 6= Q

we obtain R = {(α, β), (β, α)}, implying that M = TR = T{α,β}. But then M is not
normal in L, which is a contradiction. So assume instead that (β, α) 6∈ R, and suppose
that |R| > 1. Then R contains (α′, β′) where α′, β′ lie together in a 2-space with γ and
{α′, β′} ∩ {α, β} = ∅. Now Tγα fixes the arc (α, β) and contains an element swapping α′

and β′. Hence R must contain both (α′, β′) and (β′, α′), and it follows that R contains
(β, α), which is a contradiction. Hence R = {(α, β)}, implying that M = T(α,β), which is
also a contradiction since T(α,β) is not normal in L.

We next examine Cases 7 and 6 of Table 3. In each of these cases, the transitive
decomposition refines a decomposition corresponding to a 2-transitive linear space D,
and we have

T `(α,β) ≤M ` E L` ≤ T ``
where ` is the line of D containing α and β.

Suppose that we are in Case 7 of Table 3. Here T = PSL(a, 5) and D = PG(a− 1, 5).
We know from Lemma 2.5 that T `` = PGL(2, 5) and the description of Case 7 in [15]
that L` is the subgroup of PGL(2, 5) fixing a 1-factor of K6. By [4], this subgroup is
permutationally isomorphic to S4 acting on the cosets of, say, 〈(1234)〉. The stabiliser of
two points in this action is generated by a 4-cycle in S4, and hence is not contained in any
proper normal subgroup of S4, and so M ` = L`. Lemma 3.3 then implies that M = L,
which is a contradiction.

Suppose now that we are in Case 6. Then T `` = PGL(2, 3) ∼= S4. As shown in [15,
Figure 3], Q := {α, β}L consists of exactly two disjoint edges. It follows that T{α,β} has
index 2 in L, making it a normal subgroup of L. Hence if M = T{α,β} we obtain Line (vii)
of Table 1. Now suppose that {γ, δ} is the other edge in Q. The normal subgroup M ` of
L` must contain both T `(α,β) and its conjugate T `(γ,δ). Since T `` = S4, T `(α,β) transposes γ

and δ, and T `(γ,δ) transposes α and β, and so we have 〈(αβ), (γδ)〉 = T `{α,β} ≤ M `. Since
T{α,β} is maximal in L, it follows that T{α,β} is the only possibility for M , since otherwise
M ` would equal L`, giving a contradiction by way of Lemma 3.3.

Case T = PSU(3, q), m = q3 + 1 with q ≥ 3: Here L corresponds to a transitive
decomposition occurring in one of Cases 2,8 or 10 of Table 3. Again, the transitive
decomposition refines a decomposition corresponding to a 2-transitive linear space D,
and we have

T `(α,β) ≤M ` E L` ≤ T ``
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where ` is the line of D containing α and β. In Case 2 we can apply Lemma 2.5 and
argue as we did for T = PSL(a, q) to find that M ` = L`, which contradicts Lemma 3.3.
Suppose we are now in Case 8. When T = PSU(3, 3) we have T `` =
PGU(2, 3) = PGL(2, 3), and L` is as in Case 6. Hence, by our treatment of Case 6 we
obtain Line (v) of Table 1. When T = PSU(3, 5) we have T `` =
PGU(2, 5) = PGL(2, 5), and L` is as in Case 7; again giving a contradiction with Lemma
3.3. Now assume we are in Case 10. Then L is a maximal subgroup of T of order 96. A
consequence of [15, Theorem 6] is that T{α,β} is maximal in L, and so by Lemma 3.2, a
proper normal subgroup of L containing T(α,β) is either T(α,β) or an index 2 subgroup of
L. We checked using Magma that neither of these possibilites can occur. Hence M = L,
which is a contradiction.

Case T = 2G2(q), m = q3 + 1 with q = 32c+1 > 3: Here we are in Case 2 of Table
3. Once again, applying Lemma 2.5 and arguing as we did for T = PSL(a, q) we obtain
a contradiction with Lemma 3.3. (We examine T = 2G2(3) ∼= PΓL(2, 8) separately at the
end of the proof.)

Case T = Sp(2l, 2) = Sp(2l, 2), m = 22l−1 ± 2l−1: Recall from Section 2.3 the de-
scription of the T -transitive decomposition (Km,Q) from Example 9 of [15]. Assume that
L = TQv for some v = a+ b ∈ V \{0}, and recall that by Lemma 2.10, TQv ≤ Tv. Suppose
that M is a normal subgroup of Tv, and assume that 2l ≥ 8. By Lemma 2.11, Tv con-
tains normal subgroups Z and N where |Z| = 2 and N/Z is the unique minimal normal
subgroup of Tv/Z. Thus MZ/Z either is trivial or contains N/Z. Since T(θa,θb) ≤ M
we must have N/Z ≤ MZ/Z. Now (MZ/Z)/(N/Z) is normal in (Tv/Z)/(N/Z) which,
by Lemma 2.11, is isomorphic to Sp(2l − 2, 2) and is therefore simple since 2l ≥ 8. So
(MZ/Z)/(N/Z) is either (Tv/Z)/(N/Z) or trivial. In the former case MZ/Z = Tv/Z and
so either M = Tv = L (which is a contradiction), or |Tv : M | = 2 (and Z 6≤ M). But
then |N : M ∩N | = 2, with (M ∩N) / Tv and Z 6≤ (M ∩N), contradicting Lemma 2.12.
Hence (MZ/Z)/(N/Z) must be trivial, meaning that M ≤ N .

The size of T(θa,θb) is

|T |
(22l−1 ± 2l−1)(22l−1 ± 2l−1 − 1)

=

∏l
i=1(22i − 1)22i−1

(22l−1 ± 2l−1)(22l−1 ± 2l−1 − 1)
,

and it can be shown that this value is larger than |N | = 22l−1. Hence M is not large
enough to contain an arc stabiliser. So M must equal L, which is a contradiction. We
used Magma to check that the result also holds for 2l = 6.

Case T = A7, m = 15: Here L is the stabiliser of a line ` of PG(3, 2), and L` is
permutationally isomorphic to S3. Therefore M ` must be either A3 or T `(α,β) = 1, and

hence we obtain Lines (xvi) and (xvii) of Table 1.

Case T = PΓL(2, 8), m = 28: We go through each line in turn of Table 4. When
L = PΓL(2, 8), AΓL(1, 8), or AGL(1, 8), the possibilities listed for M in Lines (ii)-(iv) of
Table 2 are well known to be the only non-trivial normal subgroups. That each possibility
for M contains T(α,β) follows from the fact that it contains T{α,β}. The unique minimal
normal subgroup S ∼= Z3

2 of AGL(1, 8) is abelian, and so taking L = S, the possibilites
for the normal subgroup M are T(α,β) × Z2

∼= Z2
2, T{α,β} ∼= Z2

2, and T(α,β), giving Line
(v). Next we consider the three possibilities with L ∼= A4 × Z2, namely T`, C1 and C2.
Let τ be an involution in A4 and σ the generator of the direct factor Z2. When L = T`,
T(α,β) corresponds to the subgroup 〈σ〉. Hence the only possibilites for M are S (which
corresponds to V4 × Z2) and T(α,β), giving Line (vi). When L = C1, T(α,β) corresponds
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to 〈τ〉 and M can be D (∼= A4), S (∼= V4 × Z2) or T{α,β} (corresponding to V4), giving
Line (vii). When L = C2, T(α,β) corresponds to 〈τσ〉 and the only possibility for M is S
(∼= V4 × Z2), giving Line (viii). Finally, when L = D ∼= A4, T(α,β) corresponds to 〈τ〉 and
the only possibility for M is T{α,β} (corresponding to V4), giving Line (ix).

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. �

4. Partial linear spaces

A partial linear space is a set V of points together with a set L of (at least two) lines.
Each line is a subset of points, and every pair of points lies in at most one line. We denote
the partial linear space by the pair (V ,L). A partial linear space is line transitive if there
is a group of permutations of the points which preserves and transitively permutes the
lines.

Lemma 5.1 of [1] shows that line transitive partial linear spaces are in one-to-one cor-
respondence with transitive decompositions in which the subgraphs are complete. Thus
the following theorem (which constitutes part of a result from [1]) gives a characterisation
of a particular class of line transitive partial linear spaces.

Theorem 4.1. Let (Γ,P) be a G-transitive decomposition where |P| ≥ 2, Γ = Km ×Km

and G is a primitive rank 3 group of product action type. Assume that the subgraphs
ΓP are complete. Then for some 2-transitive normal subgroup T of H there exists a T -
transitive decomposition T := (Km,Q) corresponding to a 2-transitive linear space such
that P = P(T ,R, ϕ) (as in [1, Construction 2.10]) for some ϕ, where R is the partition
of AKm in which each part contains only one arc.

We can read off the possibilities for T , Q and R from Table 1, yielding the following
Corollary to Theorem 1.2. This gives a more explicit classification of the class of partial
linear spaces described in Theorem 4.1. An equivalent result in proved by Devillers in [6].

Corollary 4.2. Let T be a 2-transitive group which is either non-abelian and simple
or PΓL(2, 8) of degree 28. Suppose that T := (Km,Q) is a T -transitive decomposition
corresponding to a linear space, and let R be the partition of AKm in which each part
contains only one arc. Assume that T and R satisfy the conditions of [1, Construction
2.10]. Then one of the following holds.

(i) T = PΓL(2, 8), m = 28 and each Q ∈ Q induces a copy of K4, or
(ii) T = A7, m = 15 and each Q ∈ Q induces a copy of K3, or

(iii) T = PSL(a, 2) with a ≥ 3, m = 2a − 1 and each Q ∈ Q induces a copy of K3.
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